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are known everywhere. Here subtlety blends with strength,
and simplicity of line with architectonic grandeur. If
the rhythm is Taoist and the simplicity is Zen there is
a peculiar Japanese blend of vigour and charm in these
almost crystalline rocks to which gnarled pines or skeleton
maples cling precariously. If the season be spring the
artist simplifies a cliff into a few bold strokes, but paints
every leaf of a ginko or a bamboo: or with a few strokes
shows us some frail craft driven by a winter gale.
A new school arose from this new technique, that of the
Kanos; and new vigour was put into the old Tosa school,
which had specialized in historic scrolls, and which now
began to intermarry with the Kanos.
* And as in painting Japan begins to vie with her teachers
so in domestic architecture. This period produces the
Kinkaku, or Golden Pavilion, to remind us of the glories
of Hang-chou. It is a three-story villa with graceful curv-
ing roofs, and blends several styles of architecture with
studied simplicity, from the simple gilded prayer-room at
the top to the decorated hall at the middle where the
Shogun Yoshimitsu used to gather his friends for contests
in poetry and calligraphy, or for some tea-ceremony or No
play. Below are his living-quarters, set in a perfect garden
of rock and water and stunted shrubs.
Vying with this refinement Yoshimasa, the Lorenzo
Medici of Japan, built the Ginkaku, or Silver Pavilion
some fifty years later; and to this lovely villa he retired to
collect objects of art from China and Korea and from living
Japanese masters, or gathered a select group to watch his
company of No actors, for whom many able writers sup-
plied plays.
Poetry of other kinds declined, but from now on many
a haijin excelled in the art of extemporization, and the
novelette appears to prepare the way for the story-tellers
of. the next era. These writers and actors supplemented
the work of the temple schools, which produced their own
school-texts and story-books. They also encouraged the
carving of images and of masks for No-drama. 'Compared

